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Thomas Paine. 

 

F. A. BURLEIGH. 
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HE man whose will closes with these words, "I die in perfect composure and 

resignation to the will of my Creator, God," and to whom the Bishop of Llandoff 

wrote, "There is a philosophical sublimity in some of your Ideas when speaking of the 

Creator of the Universe" and you have been called an atheist, a reprobate and other 

names equally uncomplimentary. Of late years tardy justice has been done him by 

various biographers and the time will come when the name of Thomas Paine will be 

written side by side with those of Washington and Jefferson as one of the Fathers of 

this country. 

 

Thomas Paine was born January 29th, 1737, at Thetford, England, his father being a 

Quaker. Of his boyhood he writes: "My parents were not able to give me a shilling 

beyond what they gave me in education; and to do this they distressed themselves. 

My father being of the Quaker profession, it was my good fortune to have an 

exceeding good moral education and a tolerable stock of useful learning. Though I 

went to the grammar school I did not learn Latin, not only because I had no 

inclination to learn languages, but because of the objection the Quakers have against 

books in which the language is taught. But this did not prevent me from being 

acquainted with the subjects of all the Latin books used in the school. The natural 

bent of my mind was to science. I had some turn, and I believe some talent, for 

poetry; but this I rather repressed than encouraged, as leading too much into the 

field of imagination. I happened, when a schoolboy, to pick up a pleasing natural 

history of Virginia, and my inclination from that day of seeing the western side of the 

Atlantic never left me." 

 

His early life was not happy; and his trade, that of a stay-maker, not to his liking. But 

he says of himself: "As soon as I was able I purchased a pair of globes and attended 



the philosophical lectures of Martin and Ferguson and became afterwards 

acquainted with Dr. Bevis of the society called the Royal Society, then living in the 

temple and an excellent astronomer." 

 

Later he became an excise officer which yielded him but a meagre income; and at 

one time he was a teacher. 

 

His various business attempts did not prove successful and at thirty-seven he found 

himself penniless. He became acquainted with Goldsmith and also with Benjamin 

Franklin, who was in London when Paine was trying to get laws passed for the relief 

of excisemen. On the advice of Franklin, Paine decided to come to America, which he 

did in November, 1774, bearing a letter from Franklin to his son-in-law, Richard 

Bache. This letter served him well, for he immediately was given a position as 

contributor to the Pennsylvania Magazine for the American Museum, a new 

magazine whose editor he soon afterwards became at a salary of fifty pounds a year. 

Paine's articles on recent English inventions, such as the threshing and spinning 

machines, attracted the attention of members of the Philosophical Society. His 

articles on reform covered a large area of subjects and he was one of the first men in 

this country to oppose negro slavery, to show the danger In monarchical principles, 

to advocate international arbitration,, to oppose duelling, to plead for the rights of 

animals and to demand justice for women. His article advocating the rights of the 

negro was remarkable and in It he wrote: "Christians are taught to account all men 

their neighbors and love their neighbors as themselves; and do to all men as they 

would be done by; to do good to all men; and man-stealing is ranked with enormous 

crimes." His motto was: "The world is my country, my religion to do good." 

 

The state of the country at the time of his coming to America was not a tranquil one 

and he wrote to Franklin: "For my own part, I thought it very hard to have the 

country set on fire about my ears almost the moment I got into it." 

 

In the fall of 1776 he published his "Common Sense," which Dr. Benjamin Rush said 

"burst from the press with an effect which has rarely been produced by types and 

paper in any age or country." Washington said of it: "A few more ot such flaming 

arguments as were exhibited at Falmouth and Norfolk, added to the sound doctrine 

and unanswerable reasoning contained in the pamphlet 'Common Sense,' will not 

leave numbers at a loss to decide upon the propriety of separation from England." 



 

Another patriot wrote in an introduction to it, "We may therefore venture to say, 

without fear of contradiction, that the great American cause owed as much to the 

pen of Paine as to the sword of Washington." 

 

The pamphlet was first published without the author's name because, as he said, 

"the object of attention is the doctrine itself, not the man;" and in it he writes: "The 

cause of America is in a great measure the cause of all mankind." It was at one time 

supposed to have been written by Franklin. Paine gave the copyright for the benefit 

of the cause of independence. He never received any money from its sale, which was 

very large. 

 

In the meantime North Carolina had organized an independent government and had 

instructed its delegates to vote for national independence. This was followed by 

similar action fn all the other states except Maryland and New' York. At the time 

when Congress was hesitating what to do, Paine published his "Dialogue between 

the Ghost of Gen. Montgomery, Just Arrived from the Elysian fields, and an American 

Delegate, in a Wood near Philadelphia." In this the reply was made to New York and 

Philadelphia, "Your dependence upon the Crown is no advantage, but rather an 

inJury, to the people of Great Britain, as it Increases the power and Influence of the 

king. The people are benefited only by 

 

your trade, and this they may have after you are independent of the Crown." 

 

The Declaration of Independence was soon afterwards written and there is no doubt 

that Paine had a large influence if, indeed, he did not write much of it himself. 

 

When the war was really in progress Paine, in spite of his Quaker principles, resigned 

his position on the Pennsylvania Magazine and enlisted in a Pennsylvania division of 

the "Flying Camp" which was to be sent wherever needed. He was afterwards made 

aide-de-camp to Gen. Nathaniel Greene. 

 

In November of this year (1776) he began writing his famous "Crisis." The work had 

to be done at night under most unfavorable circumstances. One of his biographers 

said of him, "Under that cloud, by Washington's side, was silently at work the force 

that lifted it. Marching by day, listening to the considerations of Washington and his 



generals, Paine wrote by the camp fires; the winter storms, the Delaware's waves, 

were mingled with his ink, the half-naked soldiers in their troubled sleep dreaming of 

their distant homes, the skulking deserter creeping off in the dusk, the pallid face of 

the heavy-hearted commander made the awful shadows beneath which was written 

that leaflet which went to the Philadelphia printer along with Washington's last 

foreboding letters to his relatives in Virginia." It was printed in the middle of 

December and opens with these famous words: "These are the times that try men's 

souls. The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the 

service of his country; but he that stands it now, deserves the love and thanks of 

man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this 

consolation with us, that the harder the conflict the more glorious the triumph; what 

we obtain too cheap we esteem too lightly; 'tis dearness only that gives everything 

its value. Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon its goods; and it would be 

strange indeed if so celestial an article as Freedom should not be highly rated." The 

hearts of the soldiers were fired with new zeal and the battle of Trenton was won. 

 

In January of the next year he was sent to Easton, Pennsylvania, as secretary to the 

commission sent by Congress to treat with the Indians. 

 

In April he was made secretary of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. He shortly 

afterwards published his second "Crisis" and later a third which showed the 

impossibility of success for the English. 

 

In October, 1777, he was asked to obtain for the Pennsylvania Assembly "more 

regular and constant intelligence of the proceeding of Gen. Washington's army than 

has hitherto been had." These duties, together with those connected with his 

secretaryship and his othei work, left Paine few idle moments. 

 

In his fifth "Crisis" he spoke of the disagreements among the patriots and the need of 

uniting against a common enemy. He deprecated the jealous feelings showed by 

some of the states and said: "We never had so small an army to fight against, nor so 

fair an opportunity of final success as now." 

 

Paine not only used his pen and voice in the great struggle for American 

independence but gave the copyright of his published pamphlets, eighteen in 

number, for the benefit of the cause. 



 

He took part in the discussion as to the proper settlement of rights in the 

Newfoundland fisheries and in this connection he wrote: "There are but two natural 

sources of wealth—the Earth and the Ocean—and to lose the right to either is, in our 

situation, to put up the other for sale." He claimed that the fisheries were needed, 

"first, as an employment. Secondly, as producing National Supply and Commerce, 

and a means of national wealth. Thirdly, as a Nursery for Seamen.'" 

 

He now had time to think of his personal affairs which, financially speaking, were not 

in a prosperous condition. He had freely given to the cause he had so much at heart 

and was now without means of support. Of his plans he writes to a friend: "I intend 

this winter to collect all my publications, beginning with 

 

Common Sense and ending with the Fisheries, and publishing them in two large 

volumes octavo, with notes." After that was done he planned to write a history of 

the causes leading up to the revolution, as suggested by Franklin, to be published by 

subscription in three volumes, one each year. This, however, he was never able to 

do. 

 

In his poverty he was compelled to appeal to the Executive Council of Pennsylvania 

and ask for compensation for his services which he had given so freely. Naturally his 

frank advocacy of right had made for him enemies among the conservative people, 

but he was nevertheless made clerk of the Pennsylvania Assembly in November, 

1779. The next year found him assisting in writing the first emancipation 

proclamation which was passed in March, 1780, by the Assembly. 

 

About this time he wrote in a private letter: "The people of America understand 

rights better than politics. They have a clear idea of their object but are greatly 

deficient in comprehending the means. But whatever is necessary or proper to be 

done, must be done immediately. We must rise vigorously upon the evil or it will rise 

upon us. A show of spirit will grow Into real spirit, but the country must not be 

suffered to ponder over their loss (of Charleston) for a day. The circumstances of the 

present hour will justify any means from which good may arise. We want rousing." 

And to show that he was still willing to do his share he headed a subscription to 

defray necessary expenses. For then as now, governments were not run on faith. 

 



At the end of a year he resigned his position as clerk of the Assembly, hoping to 

devote himself to writing his promised history. But before he had more than begun 

to collect material, he was invited by Col. John Laurens to go with him to France, 

Laurens having been appointed by Congress to ask France for a loan to assist in 

defraying the expenses of the war. Laurens had accepted the appointment on 

condition that Paine should accompany him. Paine accepted the invitation and they 

sailed in March, 1781. 

 

Lamartine says that the King "loaded Paine with favors" and "confided into the hands 

of Franklin and Paine" the gift of six million livres. This amount supplied the 

necessities for the army and made victory for the Americans possible. Paine never 

received any compensation for this service, not even his expenses, although he 

risked much in going and the money was obtained largely through bis influence. 

Laurens got the pay and glory. 

 

Paine being again in need of money, he felt compelled to write to Washington who 

called the attention of Robert Morris to the great services Paine had rendered. They 

hoped to get him a position where he could continue this service by writing. The 

result of this was an agreement, signed by Robert Morris, Robert Livingstone and 

George Washington, that Paine should be paid the sum of $800 a year from the 

secret service money for "informing the people and rousing them into action." This 

offer was accepted and Paine's first pamphlet pointed out the necessity of a closer 

union of the States and said that "each state is to the United States what each 

individual is to the state he lives in. And it is on this grand point, this movement upon 

center, that our existence as a nation, our happiness as a people, and our safety as 

individuals depend." 

 

Many other pamphlets and articles were written during the time when the young 

nation was learning to walk alone. At the close of the war Paine wrote his last Crisis 

which begins as follows: "The times that tried men's souls are over — and the 

greatest and completest revolution the world ever knew gloriously and happily 

accomplished." 

 

He now wished to devote himself to his inventions, after visiting his parents, who 

were still alive in England. But he was penniless and was advised by Robert Morris to 

ask Congress for some payment for the various unpaid services he had rendered. 



During his secretaryship he had received only fifteen dollars a month Instead of 

seventy. His services were fully appreciated by Washington who wrote him a most 

friendly letter promising aid and inviting Paine to visit him, which invitation was 

accepted. 

 

In 1784 New York gave Paine "two hundred and seventy-seven acres, more or less, 

which became forfeited to and vested in the people of the state by the conviction of 

Frederick Devoe," at New Rochelle. Pennsylvania voted him five hundred pounds and 

later Congress ordered the payment of three thousand dollars, which, however, did 

not cover the expenses of the journey to France. 

 

In 1786 he wrote a pamphlet entitled "Dissertations on Government, the Affairs of 

the Bank of North America and Paper Money." 

 

After this pamphlet was published he devoted himself to making a model of an iron 

bridge of which he wrote: "I am finishing as fast as I can a model of an Iron Bridge of 

one arch which, if it answers, as I have no doubt but it will, the whole difficulty of 

erecting bridges over that river" (the Schuylkill) "or others of like circumstances, will 

be removed and the expense not greater, and I believe not so great, as the sum 

mentioned by Mr. Morris in the House and I am sure will stand four times as long or 

as much longer as iron is more durable than wood." 

 

After receiving the money from Congress he decided to make his promised visit to 

his parents and sailed for France in April, 1787, expecting to go to England that 

summer. He carried with him a letter from Franklin which, however, was not needed, 

as his fame had preceded him and he was received by the Academy of Sciences with 

honors. On his arrival in England he found that his father had died of smallpox but his 

mother welcomed him after a separation of thirteen years. 

 

While here he wrote a pamphlet upon war in which he said: "War involves in its 

progress such a train of unforeseen and unsupposed circumstances, such a 

combination of foreign matters, that no human wisdom can calculate the end. I 

defend the cause of the poor, of the manufacturer, of the tradesman, of the farmer, 

and of all those on whom the real burden of taxes fall, but above all, I defend the 

cause of humanity." 

 



During his stay in London he met and was entertained by Edmund Burke, the Duke of 

Portland, Lord Lansdowne and other notables, but he still remained the simple, 

democratic man that he was when he wrote "Common Sense." At this time he was 

devoting himself to his bridge which received favorable comment from English 

scientists, and looking for a chance to erect it. 

 

In 1789 Lafayette gave Paine, who was at that time in Paris, the key to the Bastile to 

be presented to Washington. But as Paine did not expect to return to America for 

some months he sent it by a trustworthy messenger. 

 

The next year Burke published his "Reflections on the Revolution in Prance" which 

inspired Paine to write his famous "Rights of Man." In it he said: "It is by distortedly 

exalting some men that others are distortedly debased. A vast mass of mankind are 

degradedly thrown Into the background of the human picture, to bring forward, with 

greater glare, the puppet show of state and aristocracy. In the commencement of a 

revolution, those men are rather followers of the camp than of the standard of 

liberty and have yet to be instructed how to use it." The book created a sensation 

and had an immense circulation. 

 

Returning to Paris he narrowly escaped arrest during the excitement attendant upon 

the king's flight and return, because he had forgotten to wear a cockade in his hat. 

 

On his return to England he was requested to write a manifesto sent out by the 

"Friends of Universal Peace and Liberty" protesting against the refusal of a landlord 

to allow his room to be used as a meeting place to celebrate the second anniversary 

of the fall of the Bastlle. In this manifesto he writes: "If we are asked what 

government is, we hold it to be nothing more than a national association, and we 

hold that to be the best which secures to every man his rights and promotes the 

greatest quantity of happiness with the least expense. We live to improve or we live 

in vain; and therefore we admit of no maxims of government or policy on the mere 

score of antiquity or other men's authority, the old whigs or the new." 

 

At this time Paine was living with his friend, Thomas Rickman, who says of him: "His 

manners were easy and gracious; his knowledge was universal and boundless; in 

private company and among his friends his conversation had every fascination that 

anecdote, novelty and truth could give it." At the Rickman's he wrote the second part 



of "Rights of Man" which was published by Jordan. The sentiments expressed in the 

book were too radically opposed to monarchy to suit the conservative men of that 

time and Jordan was arrested. Paine offered to pay the expense of the trial but 

Jordan privately compromised and Paine received a summons to appear at the Court 

of King's Bench on June 8th; but the trial was postponed until December. 

 

In France, however, he, together with Priestly, Washington, Kosciusko, Wilberforce, 

Clarkson and other men of radical Ideas, had had conferred on him the title of 

French citizen and was elected to the French convention. In the "Appeal" to him 

from the French we read: "Your love for humanity, for liberty and equality, the useful 

works that have issued from your heart and pen in their defence, have determined 

our choice. It has been hailed with universal and reiterated applause. Come, friend of 

the people, to swell the number of patriots in an assembly which will decide the 

destiny of a great people, perhaps of the human race. The happy period you have 

predicted for the nations has arrived. Come! do not deceive their hope." 

 

Paine, who was still in England, delayed his reply because he did not wish to evade 

his trial. But his friends knew the danger — for capital punishment was then 

common — especially after a radical speech made by him at a meeting of the 

"Friends of Liberty." They hurried him secretly to Dover whence he sailed for France 

just In time to escape arrest. 

 

He was warmly, even enthusiastically received at Calais. September 21st found him 

in Paris at the opening of the new Assembly and later he was one of a committee to 

draft a new constitution. His hope was to save the life of the king; for, as he said, "It 

is little to overthrow the idol; it is the pedestal which must be especially beaten 

down. It is the kingly office, rather than the officer, that is destructive." When the 

secret papers were discovered and the excitement against the king was increasing, 

Paine hoped still to influence the Assembly to give Louis a fair trial; but his desire 

that the king should have justice done him lost for him some of his popularity. The 

hatred of the revolutionists for monarchy included hatred of the monarch and 

nothing would satisfy them but his death. 

 

In the meantime his trial in England had resulted In his being outlawed. (To be 

continued.) 
 


